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I.  Introduction   
+
H and H  are the simplest 
2 2
molecules
Their properties can be calculated with
almost arbitrary precision.
They have isotopomers (H , HD, D ,...) and 
2 2
nuclear-spin isomers (ortho and para H )
2
Protons and deuterons are light and
subject to large-amplitude motion
They are difficult to study by high-resolution
spectroscopy
++
H  + H           H  
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+The properties of H  can be calculated accurately (one electron)
2
a) Direct solution of the three-body Schrödinger equation 
D. M. Bishop, V. Korobov, L. Hilico, J.-Ph. Karr, W. Kutzlenigg, ...
b) Born-Oppenheimer treatment with all corrections
W. Kolos and L. Wolniewicz, A. Carrington, R. A. Kennedy, R. Moss, ...
+





Separation of nuclear (Q ) and electronic
k
(q ) degrees of freedom
j
Solution of the Schrödinger equation
for fixed nuclear configurations (Q      R )




Diagonal corrections  U (R )
ad,i k
Nonadiabatic corrections:
Couple different electronic states
Relativistic corrections
Radiative corrections
1) Arcuni et al., Phys. Rev. A 42, 6950 (1990)
2) Haase et al., J. Chem. Phys.142, 064310 (2015)   
3) Carrington et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. 206, 77 (1993)
R. E. Moss, Mol. Phys. 80, 1541 (1993), V. Korobov et al. PRA 74, 052506 (2006), 










The energy levels of H
2
2 +
X   state: 423 bound rovibrational levels; 58 quasibound levels
g
2 + 
A  state: 4 bound levels (v=0, N=0-2, v=1, N=0)
u
































































II. Dynamics at the dissociation threshold of para H   (        H  + H)
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Reiser et al. CPL 152, 119 (1988)
The photoelectron spectrum of ortho H  from HH(v=11,N=3)
2
+ -
H + H  + e
Ortho-H : Spectrum near the dissociative ionization threshold
2
(1,0)
























































































































Internuclear distance R (a 0)
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Dissociation energies
Resonance widths
+H  + D(1s) 
+
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3 4 65v = 20
(19,8)











The spectrum of HD+ near the dissociative ionization thresholds








































































ortho-para and g/u mixing) 
+
H  + D(1s) 
+















First observation of quasibound states of H  (positions and widths)
2
+
Full calculation of positions and widths of the quasibound states of H
2
Complex behavior of the ionization signals
+ + +
Nonadiabatic coupling of X  and A  state in HD  prevents distinction
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Electronic problem for fixed R (Born-Oppenheimer)
Adiabatic corrections
Nonadiabatic corrections
Relativistic corrections
Radiative corrections
